POOL RENOVATIONS
Pool Renovations is a Growing Market Segment

At the premium end of the pool industry, concrete pool renovations is a growth area. If you are lucky
enough to have a concrete pool, it can just keep on giving. Many thousands of swimming pools
installed around Perth suburbs 20 to 25 years ago are now in need of resurfacing or modernising.

Although the techniques for properly preparing and applying pool renders by hand is virtually
unchanged from the craftsmen of previous generations, the greatest advance in pool interiors is the
beautiful colours now available. The colour pigments used by Rainbow Quartz TM achieve the
highest possible rating for acid resistance, alkali resistance, light fastness and weather fastness. Put
simply, the colour will not fade, so your pool interior will be both beautiful and durable.

Let’s face it, like everything in life, fashions change and some older pools just look a bit daggy now. A
good pool renovator can bring your concrete pool into the modern age with a well-planned
restoration. You may only need to replace the tired old interior finish with a new Rainbow Quartz
colour, OR you could lash out and install some beautiful mosaic tiles, a water feature, update the
surrounding pool deck and lighting system and even change the shape of your pool. Anything is
possible with a concrete pool.

Choosing a pool renovator can be daunting for most pool owners. This is not something you do every
few years so what should you look for? In our opinion a good job always comes down to the basics.

A properly prepared and thoroughly clean surface, to which the new interior finish will bond
strongly.
An applicator who understands and follows accepted principles and procedures of cement rendering
as practised by professional pool plasterers.
Attention to detail
Comparing quotes may alert you to any shortcuts or omissions which could deliver a lower price and
possibly an inferior job. Often word of mouth or direct recommendations are the most reassuring
paths to choosing the right person or business to take responsibility for your project.

Here at Rainbow Quartz we are pleased to provide you with contact details for renovators / pool
plasterers who have established a good track record and meet our standards.

